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1. Introduction

Paul J. Achtemeier writes:

"Let everything that breathes praise the Lord!" sang the psalmist, and that joyful admonition pervades the religious consciousness of the whole Bible, Old and New Testaments alike. Whether for the victory of God over the Egyptians or for the glory of the risen Christ, God was to be praised in song. Whether in the pain of the Babylonian exile or the degradation of Roman persecution, God was to be praised in song. Whether in the quiet solitude of individual devotion or in the joyous clamour of public worship, God was to be praised in song. Such is the heritage of those who seek to understand and interpret the biblical faith in a time when songs of praise to God are equally appropriate.

In light of the pragmatics of our ecclesiastical culture, the burgeoning dominance of the "how to's" of ministry, the never-ending models of success paraded before us, the demands for theological answers to life's pains and dilemmas from an anthropocentric society, as well as the intriguing contemporary evangelical emphasis on various forms and expressions of corporate worship, we must be reminded that as we seek to advance the kingdom of God, the praise and glory of God must pervade our values, motivations, methodologies, enactments, and assessments.

Doxology is the foundational context for all of kingdom life and ministry. Fundamentally, the purpose of this essay is to issue a call, a call to return to the foundational notion that the praise and glory of God must be at the very heart of kingdom faith and praxis. The word that must become the essence of our beings as kingdom citizens is the word "doxology," or, as the Hebrew songsters would say, "hallelujah."

2. The form of the Hymn of Praise as instructive for doxological expression

The simplicity of the form of the hymn of praise reflects its prominence in the biblical community of faith. It begins with a call to praise. Whether God's people, or the whole world (cf. Ps 96:1) are the recipients of the call, the creation, the redeemed, and the unredeemed are reminded of their
obligation to refer all of life back to the Creator.

This call is then grounded in *reasons or causes for praise*. These reasons usually reflect both the majesty and transcendence of God as well as his care, concern, and love for his creation. God is a God of grandeur and grace, and God’s people are never to weary of reminding themselves of these realities.

Finally, the praise psalm concludes with *a final ringing cry*, “Hallelujah,” reminding the worshipper that the last word of faith is one of doxology. As Patrick Miller states:

> In the hymns of Israel the most elemental structure of the Old Testament faith is set forth. So in the praises of this people the foundation stones of both theology and piety in the Judeo-Christian tradition are laid down. In what was said we learn of the one we call Lord. In the way it was said—both in shape and tone—we are given a model for our own response to God.

Psalm 113 is a classic composition of such a hymn. The psalm begins with a three-fold crescendo:

- Hallelu, Yah.
- Hallelu, O servants of Yahweh.
- Hallelu, the name of Yahweh (v.1).

In this introductory call we hear who is to be praised, who is to praise (elsewhere the psalmists declare, “Let the redeemed of the Lord say so!” [Ps 107:2]), and what is to be praised, namely the name that resonates to the kingdom community of loyalty, faithfulness, mercy and grace.

The call continues with an appeal:

> May the name of Yahweh be blessed (approved, applauded).

And notice:

- At all times: Both now and forevermore.
- In all places: From the rising of the sun to its going down.

Yahweh’s name is to be praised (v.2-3).

The whole earth is God’s rightful choir. It is fascinating to observe that latent in a praise psalm such as this is the notion of the redemptive mandate. Doxology is to evoke, as well as climax, mission.

With the call issued, the community is confronted with the reasons or causes for praise. The songster first takes us to the majesty and transcendence of God. He writes:
Exalted over the heavens is Yahweh, Over the heavens is his glory (v.4).

In a beautiful climactic parallelism, the psalmist moves us from the reality of God's transcendence over the nations of the earth to the fact of his transcendence over the heavens themselves. Structurally and rhetorically central to the whole psalm is the pivotal question of the next verse:

Who is like Yahweh, our God,
The one who sits enthroned on high (v.5)?

He is incomparable. He is exalted and enthroned above all.

Who must humble himself to see Into the heavens and into the earth (v.6).

As high as the heavens are above us, so they are below him. What is infinite to us cannot circumscribe our glorious God.

But in case we are left a little cold with all these thoughts of majesty and grandeur, the psalmist moves us to a second reason for his call to the doxological life. He now describes the intimacy, care, and concern God has for his children. With thoughts of the pain and burden of Hannah, the psalmist develops his second reason around her song in 1 Sa 2, and he proclaims:

He raises the poor from the dust And from the ash heap he lifts the needy, In order to seat them with princes With the princes of his people. He settles the barren woman in her home As a joyful mother of children (v.7-9a).

God is worthy to be praised because he cares for a lowly Hebrew woman who wanted to have a baby.

As we reflect on the history of the use of this psalm, we are pointed to Mary and her Magnificat (Lk 1:46-55), and the praiseworthy intimacy of God's redemptive encounter with a lowly Galilean girl, and ultimately, mankind. The balance of praise and pain is an ongoing tension. As Miller states, "So often our faith seems dour. But when that is the case, the good news has not reached us, 'Don't be afraid. I am with you.'"

With that, by an enveloping structure, we return and linger at the opening word and pervading theme of faith:
Hallelujah, praise the Lord.

Praise was a necessary condition of life to the pious Hebrew. In a very real sense, it was death not to praise.

3. The pervasiveness of doxology in the life of biblical faith

Throughout Scripture we hear doxology. From the pronouncements of the benediction “And God saw that it was good” in the opening creation hymn of Genesis, to the repeated hallelujahs of angels, multitudes, elders and living creatures in John’s apocalypse, the spirit of Scripture is praise, adoration, and joy. And in the Psalter, whether in lament, thanksgiving, pilgrimage, or enthronement, the inevitable concluding spirit is doxological.

Listen to these words of the single lament song in Pss 42 and 43:

As the deer pants for streams of water
So my soul pants for you, O God (42:1).

My tears have been my food day and night (42:3a).

I say to God, my Rock,
 "Why have you forgotten me?"
Why must I go about mourning,
oppressed by the enemy.
My bones suffer mortal agony
as my foes taunt me (42:9-10; 43:2b).

Placed beautifully and deliberately at the very centre of the song are the words of proclamation:

By day Yahweh directs his love,
At night his song is with me—
A prayer to the God of my life (42:8).

And three times, as a concluding refrain to each of the three stanzas, the Psalmist cries:

Why are you cast down, O my soul?
 Why are you so disturbed within me?
Put your hope in God,
 For I will yet praise him,
 My Saviour and my God (42:5,11; 43:5).

In pain and heartbreak, God had not abandoned his child. He calls upon his children to lament, and through that lament he leads them to praise.
We cannot help but reflect on the cry of lament from Ps 22 heard from Jesus, "My God, my God; why have you forsaken me?" Yet the invoked psalm ends in a glorious hymn of praise (v.22-31):

I will declare your name to my brothers;
In the congregation I will praise you.
You who fear the Lord, praise him!
All you descendants of Jacob, honour him!
Revere him, all you descendants of Israel! (v.22-23)

We also can hear the resounding doxology in Paul’s commentary on this passage and event:

And being found in appearance as a man
He humbled himself
and became obedient to death—
even death on a cross!
Therefore God exalted him to the highest place
and gave him the name that is above every name,
that at the name of Jesus every knee should bow
in heaven and on the earth and under the earth,
and every tongue confess that Jesus Christ is Lord
to the glory of God the Father (Phil 2:8-11).

And upon concluding his reflections and discourses on the great doctrines of redemption in the book of Romans, Paul bursts out:

O the depth of the riches of the wisdom and knowledge of God.
How unsearchable are his judgments
and his paths beyond tracing out!
Who has known the mind of the Lord?
Or who has been his counsellor?
Who has ever given to God that God should repay him?
For from him and through him and to him are all things.
To him be the glory forever! Amen (Rom 11:33-36).

Thus we see that the expressions of kingdom faith are patently rooted in doxology. The people of faith regularly and inevitably reflect the "transformation of an existence taken up into the praise of God."13

This must speak to the contemporary expression of kingdom life and ministry. We clearly hear and echo the plea of Geoffrey Wainwright that "greater prominence be given to the dimension of doxology in the doing of theology."14 But beyond that, it must impact our worldview, and the ethical and practical dimensions of the present kingdom of God on earth.
4. The significance of doxology in kingdom life and ministry

Our discussion now moves to the notions of effects and consequences. How does doxology impact kingdom life and ministry? The following thoughts are submitted for consideration.15

a. To express doxology is to reorient the very foundations of how life and ministry are perceived.

Fundamentally, to express doxology is to "abandon self-groundedness."16 Life without praise of God is inevitably to live life as turned in on itself. It is to move ineluctably in the direction of self-invention and autonomy.17 This, in turn, leads to the perception that power, status, and wealth are evidences of success and blessing. And this, in turn, leads to abuse and manipulation to accomplish goals perceived to be worthwhile. Thus we find ourselves confronted with what is the very antithesis of Jesus’ words in Mark 10 when faced with the request for the power positions in the kingdom, “This is how the Gentiles think, but it is not to be so with you” (cf. Mk 10:41-42). As Miller states:18

Doxology is profoundly subversive, undercutting all human structures and every human being as pretenders for ultimacy or absolute devotion. This happens first of all with regard to the possible pretensions we make for our own selves. Praise places us totally outside ourselves.

Doxology recognizes that life and ministry are a gift, and are to be regularly referred back to its Giver. In a world and church that insists that we live and work to accomplish things, that we must somehow justify our existence by means of attaining goals and demonstrating capabilities, “doxology frees us to do nothing but give glory to God.”19

Thus kingdom ministry is a call to be a “world-maker” in contrast to functioning solely in the realms of what might be called the “therapeutic” or the “managerial.”20 Not only do we reorient our own lives through doxology, but we call on the people of God to do the same with their lives.

With this fundamental notion in place, the power model of management evaporates, the success syndrome withers, and the Christlike spirit of servanthood, sacrifice and suffering (Phil 2:5-11) begins to seep into the intricacies of our motivations, values, and sense of ministry and mission.

b. To express doxology is to express an apologetic about life and reality.

Doxology is “relentlessly polemical.”21 When we affirm our praise to God, we also dismiss other gods as illegitimate and irrelevant. As we gather each Sunday to celebrate the resurrection, we proclaim to the world an impossibility
that has become God's possibility. Such is God's power and freedom. This God is the God of our choice.

In Psalm 100, after the call to praise is announced, the Old Testament community proclaims to each other and to all within earshot:

Know that Yahweh, he is God.
It is he who made us, and we are his.
We are his people and the sheep of his pasture (v.3)
[emphasis mine].

To praise is essentially the public expression of covenant loyalty. As in the life and times of ancient Israel, so today, God's people face competing claimants for loyalty. The call to doxology has been and always will be made in a context of choices. Thus, while doxology celebrates and embraces, it also excludes and denies.

This in turn has three very foundational effects and implications. First, celebration in our corporate gatherings provides the essential expression of exclusive loyalty and love. Jesus' call to love the Lord our God with all our heart (i.e., reject all other claimants) is fundamentally and foundationally affirmed in doxology. Further, celebration of who and what God is must be the basis for our prophetic and pastoral calls for the evidence of loyalty and love reflected in the moral and ethical life, as well as the "works of service" (Eph 4:12) that we are so desperate to see in kingdom advancement. All too often, in churches that boldly proclaim the centrality of the Scriptures, the "preliminaries" of music and testimony are parts of the service to "get through" so we can get to the "preaching of the Word." Even more serious is the casual and secondary way we treat the ordinances, the two most powerful polemical expressions of covenant loyalty and love to Christ and his kingdom.

Second, celebration in our corporate gatherings provides the essential foundation for effective evangelism. As we affirm, embrace, exclude, and deny, we implement the mandate of the Great Commission. Joy is not something that can stay contained. It inevitably breaks out. Is it not true that as we spontaneously praise what we value, we also ask others to do the same? From the expression of worship, thankfulness, and praise within the four walls of the corporate assembly, we penetrate the community and society with the message of freedom and redemption so wonderfully celebrated in music, testimony, re-enactment, rehearsal, proclamation and remembrance.

Finally, whenever the believing community assembles and praises, it anticipates the ultimate reality—in the end, all that is in heaven, in earth, and under the earth, all that has life and breath, everything that is, will be to the praise of the Lord. Miller makes the insightful observation that when Ps 150 closes the Psalter with a call for everything to praise the Lord, it is more than a literary ending. It is an anticipation of the praise of God that will ultimately
be creation-wide. To praise anticipates the end to which everything is moving. To praise involves the true spirit of the eschatological community called the church.

c. Doxology must inform all theological reflection.

Wainwright observes that “to mention the praise of God as the theologian’s motivation runs the risk of provoking dissent from colleagues anxious for academic neutrality.” He correctly observes, however, that scholars who want to simply describe the Christian faith had better call themselves historians, and those who are simply interested in a search for the truth had better call themselves philosophers. Theological reflection is not, nor is it intended to be, value free. It remains “faith seeking understanding.” All too often the task of theology has been to merely define and systematize revelation about God—but by its very nature revelation that invites participation and celebration.

This symbiotic relationship of theology and doxology takes on the following dimensions. First, theology has the task of facilitating intelligent worship. While I would suggest that the primary task of the church is establishing and perpetuating community, it is a community primarily occupied with worship. Theology provides a service of articulating the foci of worship—God, creation, grace, fellowship, redemption, mission.

Second, the task of doing theology must be couched in doxology. As noted earlier, the task of theology is not merely descriptive or epistemological. Only doxology gives appropriate value to the axioms of doctrine (Rom 1:18-32; 2 Cor 2:14).

Third, theology critiques worship. It reflects on the canonical documents of Scripture, and brings the expressions of worship to the bar. However, in this critique, the theologian must always remember the mystery of the divine. Faith is always open-ended, and theology always has a “doxological edge.”

d. To express doxology is bring a notion of history and heritage to our understanding of kingdom life.

As Bruggemann states, we live in a “memoryless society.” He observes, “Our positivistic, computer-like culture wants to be ‘history-less’ and ‘without memory.’” Doxology forces us to rehearse and re-enact the past. We bring to mind the ancient and recent histories of God’s faithfulness, goodness and loyalty.

We can reflect on the community thanksgiving structured as a hymn in Ps 136. After the call in verses 1-3, the psalmist takes the celebrating community through recital:

a recital of the mighty acts of creation (v. 4-9):
who by his understanding made the heavens... 
who spread out the earth upon the waters;

a recital of the glorious redemption from Egypt (v. 10-15): 
to him who struck down the first born of Egypt... 
and brought Israel out from among them;

a recital of his faithfulness in the wilderness (v. 16): 
to him who led his people through the desert...

a recital of the victorious conquest of Canaan (v.17-22): 
who struck down great kings... 
and killed mighty kings... 
Sihon...Og... 
and gave their land as an inheritance:...

Such a celebratory recital has in turn three significant implications.33 
First, it puts life in perspective. It affirms that life is a gift, not an achievement. It affirms grace and creates humility. Second, it offers a source for assessment. As we establish continuity through memory and doxology, we see the past by which we can evaluate the present and orient the future. Third, it creates a sense of accountability. Our culture and church wants to be free to create an absolute out of the present. To do this leaves us free from reminders that there is an heritage to faith. While all too often the forms and expressions of the past are not worthy of perpetuation, the mighty acts of God in the midst of his people of the past are important reference points of heritage and of hope for the present and future. We are brought by doxology from autonomy to continuity and responsibility.

e. Doxology brings an ethical dimension to the practice of ministry.

The notion of the praise and glory of God has profound ethical implications. If there is not a positive correspondence between praise and praxis, we must raise the obvious question of sincerity and integrity.34 Prominent in the message of the prophets was the confrontation of worship in an insincere ethical context.35 Micah proclaims:

With what shall I come before Yahweh 
And bow down before the exalted God? 
Shall I come before him with burnt offerings 
With calves a year old?

He has shown you, O man, what is good. 
And what does Yahweh require of you? 
To act justly and to love mercy
And to walk humbly with your God (6:6,8).

Yahweh announces through Amos that he rejects their celebration festivals;

I hate, I despise your religious feasts
I cannot stand your assemblies.

he rejects their worship sacrifices;

Even though you bring me burnt offerings and grain offerings,
I will not accept them.  
Though you bring choice fellowship offerings
I will have no regard for them.

he rejects their songs of praise;

Away with the noise of your songs!
I will not listen to the music of your harps.

And what is the requirement?

Let justice roll on like a river,
Righteousness like an ever flowing stream (5:21-24).

In an ecclesiastical world decimated by an "integrity crisis," we must return to foundations — the glory of God. It is doxology that brings into focus the ethical demands for integrity, appropriate methodologies, and Christian relationships. The glory of God must impact the "how" as well as the "what" in kingdom advancement.

f. To express doxology brings order to a world dominated by curse and chaos.

We live in a world on the edge of insanity: a world that values power despite abuse, greed, and inhumanity; a world that values status and its symbols instead of compassion, sacrifice and servanthood; a world that evaluates success in terms of size, wealth, and domination; a world that sees the innocent victimized and the wicked prosper. But doxology acknowledges who God is and who we really are, and the glorious fact of grace — in Christ there is redemption. Suddenly, our worldview is rooted in thankfulness.

So many of our modern sermons concentrate on the pains, needs, abuses, and evils of humanity. Then we are exhorted with admonitions for increased faith or moralistic improvement. Elizabeth Achtemeier compares this approach with the biblical lament psalms and identifies one significant difference — the lament inevitably ends with a hymn of praise. She notes
that the psalmists "were well aware that their true rescue could only come from God, and they assured their listening congregations, by means of public testimony [doxology], that God had indeed so saved them." She writes, "In short, they did what every preacher is required to do—they proclaimed the good news of God's saving deed and word. The modern pulpit sorely needs to follow their example, and we therefore need to inquire how that can be done." As ministers of the kingdom, the call is to point our world and church to the glory of God, and boldly proclaim the rest and comfort that is found there in a world dominated by curse and chaos.

5. Conclusion

Wainwright observes that "the world is not an easy place to live doxologically." Kingdom life and ministry does not readily yield its praise to God. But, in spite of the struggle, we must be called back to the foundational scriptural truth captured in the Westminster Catechism, "The chief end of man is to glorify God, and to enjoy him forever." The first and last word of the Christian faith is a doxological word—"Hallelujah!"
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